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Mr. Thomas H ungar
General Counsel
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Re: Keyes v. Sessions, No. 15-cv-457, 2017 WL 4552531 (M.D. Pa. Oct. 11, 2017)
Dear Mr. Hungar:
Consistent with 28 U.S.C. 530D, I write to advise you concerning the above
referenced decision of the United States District Court for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania. A copy of the decision is enclosed.
Section 922(g)(4) of Title 18, United States Code, provides that a person may
not possess a firearm if he "has been committed to a mental institution." The two
plaintiffs in this case were subject to that prohibition because they were
involuntarily committed to mental institutions in separate incidents in 2006. In
2015, they filed a suit in federal district court contending, as relevant here, that
Section 922(g)(4) violates the Second Amendment to the United States Constitution
as applied to them.
In July 2016, the district court granted summary judgment to plaintiff
Jonathan K. Yox on his as-applied Second Amendment challenge. See Keyes v.
Lynch, 195 F. Supp. 3d 702 (M.D. Pa. 2016). The court concluded that Yox was
entitled to relief if he could show that, notwithstanding his prior involuntary
commitment, he is "no more dangerous than a typical law-abiding citizen." Id. at
720 (citation omitted). The court then held that Yox had met that burden. The
court noted that Yox had been committed only once, when he was 15 years old, and
that there was no evidence that he "ha[d] ever been violent or acted in an unstable
or dangerous manner toward himself or others since his commitment." Ibid. The
court also emphasized that Yox had been authorized to use firearms during four
years of service in the U.S. Army, including a deployment to Afghanistan, and while
serving as a Pennsylvania state correctional officer. Ibid. Finally, the court
observed that a Pennsylvania state court had restored Yox's right to possess
firearms under state law based on its finding that he "no longer suffers from the

mental health condition that was the basis for his commitment □" and that he "may
safely possess a firearm without risk to himself or any other person." Id. at 720721. Under the circumstances, the court concluded that Section 922(g)(4) may not
be applied to prohibit Yox from possessing a firearm. Id. at 722.
On January 11, 2017, Attorney General Lynch submitted a letter under
Section 530D explaining that the Department of Justice had determined that an
appeal was not warranted under the particular circumstances of Yox's case,
including the Third Circuit's recent decision in Binderup v. Attorney General, 836 F.3d
336 (2016) (en bane), cert. denied, 137 S. Ct. 2323 (2017), which had sustained as
applied Second Amendment challenges to 18 U.S.C. 922(g)(l)'s prohibition on the
possession of firearms by felons.
In October 2017, the district court issued a decision granting summary
judgment to Yox's co-plaintiff, Michael L. Keyes. See Keyes v. Sessions, No. 15-cv457, 2017 WL 4552531 (M.D. Pa. Oct. 11, 2017). The district court's decision is very
similar to its earlier decision granting relief to Yox. The court interpreted the 'I'hird
Circuit's intervening decision in Binderup as confirming the correctness of the
approach it had followed in Yox's case. Id. at ''7-*9. The court then explained that, like
Yox, Keyes had been committed only once, in 2006, and that there is no evidence that
he "has acted in an unstable or dangerous manner toward himself or others in the past
ten years." Id. at *13. The court noted that, like Yox, Keyes had been "able to prove
his competency with firearms" while serving as a law-enforcement officer. Ibid.
Specifically, Keyes had "continued to serve as a Master Trooper for the Pennsylvania
State Police for over eight years following his last mental health incident," and during
that time he had "received performance evaluations of 'outstanding' and qualified in
the top of his class with several firearms." Ibid. Finally, the court noted that, like Yox,
Keyes had his right to possess firearms under state law restored by a Pennsylvania
court based on the court's finding that he is capable of possessing firearms "without
risk to himself or any other person." Id. at *14 (citation omitted). The court therefore
held that, like Yox, Keyes had "distinguished himself from the class of persons
traditionally prohibited from possession [of firearms] due to mental illness" and was
entitled to prevail on his as-applied challenge to Section 922(g-)(4). Ibid.
As with respect to the district court's prior decision granting relief to Yox, the
Department of Justice has determined that, under the particular circi1mstances of
this case, an appeal of the district court's nonprecedential and fact-specific decision
is not warranted. A notice of appeal would be due on December 11, 2017. Please let
me know ifwe can be of further assistance in this.matter.
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alcoholic beverages and making suicidal statements
following an·emotional divorce. (Id). As a result
of his involuntary commitment, Plaintitf lost his
federal -atid state private capacity firearm rights
by operation of 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 6105(c)(4) an\! 18
U.S.C. § 922(g)(4) .
Despite his. loss of private capacity firearm rights,
Keyes returned to the PSP after his hospitalization· .
where he possessed and utilized firearms while on
duty _as a Master Trooper. ·(Id., at ,i 3), Keyes
receive<\ performance evaluations of"outstanding''. ·
and qualifie4 in ,the top of his class with several
. firearms, including a fully automatic AR-15 select ·
. fire rifle, a Remington 870 12 gauge shotgun, a Sig.
Sauer 227 handgun, and a Glock 37 handgun. (Id.).

Jefferson B. Sessions III is now the Attorney .
General. of the. United States, and thus
· pursuant to Feder!\! Rule of CiviLProcedure · ·
. 25(d), he is substituted forEricH. Holder, Jr.
as the defendant in this action.

Qn December 3; 2008, Keyes filed for restoration
<>f his state private capacity firearm rights with the .·
Perry County· Court of Common Pleas, pursuant. .
to 18 Pa.C;S. § 6105(!). (Id., at 1 4), The court·
issued a memorandmn and order, finding ''thai
Petitioner has in fact met his burdeti of showing that
Attorneys and Law Firms
he may possess a .firearm without risk to himself or··
any oi/1er person un<ler the applicable provisions
Joshua G. Prince, Prince· Liw Offices PC,
. of law." (Id.), The court therefore issued an order ·
Bectelsville, PA, for Plairttiff.
relieving.:Keyes of his state firearm 4is11bility. (D~c.
Da.iiiel M. Riess, U.S. Dept of Justice, Washington,
22, ,i 26). Keyes. had .also requested exp11ngement
DC, for Defendants.
of his involuntary commitment so that his fe<leral
,firearm disapjlity would be relieved, but the court
· he{<l t)tat _it did not have the power to do so.
(id.) .. Keyes appealed the denial of. e~pungement
MEMORANDUM
to the Supei'ior Court, which affil'llled the ruling. · ·
Hon. John E. Jones III
In re Keyes, 83 A.3d 1016, 1024 (Pa. Super. Ct:
2013), appeal denied, 627 Pa. 766, 101 A.3d 104
*1 Presently pending before the Court are cross
-(Pa. ).014). In his appeal, Keyes riused a ·second'
motions for sumrnary judgnie1it. (Docs. 80, 89).
Amendment challenge, arguing ihai 18. U.S.C.'
Both motions have beeli fully°briefed (Docs. 81, 87, ·.
§ 922(g)(4) violates. the Second Amendment as ·
97 att. 4, 98 att. 1) and are thel"efore rip, for our
,;pplied to him. Id., at 1021. The Superior .Court.
review. For the reasons that follow, we shall grant
rejected this argument. Id., at 1028.
summary judgment in favor of the Plaintiff.
'

I. IJACKGROUND
Piaintiff l\1ichael Keyes is a forrne.r U.S. Air Force.
Airman 1st Class andformet Master Trooper with.
the Pennsylvania State Police °(''PSP"). (Doc. 82,
1 .1). Keyes was involuntarily. committed as an
· adult to Holy Spirit Hospital from August 25, 2006
to September 8, 2006 after consuming numerous

'

On March 5, 2015, Keyes and his former co
Plaintiff Jo.nathan Yox filed a Gomplaint with
this Court alleging, among other .things,. that 18 ·
U.S.C, § 922(g)(4) violates the Second Ameridm~nt
as applied to them. (Doc. I). Jon~than Yox is a
State Correctional Officer at the State Correctional
Institution· at Graterford· who, iike Keyes:- had
lost his private firearm possession rights due
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an involuntary commitment, yet stiU carried
firearms in his professional capacity. (Doc. l, 1
8). On November 9, 2015, we dismissed Keyes'
Second Amendment challenge on the basis of
issue preclusion because he had argued his Second
Amendment' claim during his state appeal in the
Superior Court. (Doc, 21).

*2 Following discovery,· the parties · filed
cross motions for summary judgment; On July
11, 2016, we granted Plaintiffs' 111otion for
summary judgment in part, upholding the Second
Amendment as-applied challenge with regard to·
Yox and directingfinaljudgmentin his favor. (Doc.
· 49). We otherwise:granted Defendants'motlQti and
entered judgment in favor of Qefendants on all
other claims. (Id).
.Our decision to uphold Y ox's Second Amendment
. claim is in stark contrast · to the Pe11nsylvania
Superior Courfrdenial of Keyes' id.entioal Second
Amendment challenge.
light of tllis. disparity,
on October 4, 2016, we issued an •Order amend\ilg
our earlier dismissal of .~eye.s' SecondAllle11dme11t
challenge, reviving Count I of the complaint. (Doi).
59). The parties .thereafter engaged in discovery
with regard to Keyes. Keyesfiled
motion for
su=ary judgment on March 24, 2017 (Doc. 80),
and the Defendants responded·with a cross motion
. for suriu:nary judgment·on April 28; 2017. (Doc. 86).

In

a

thoughtfully submitted a protectionary response to
Defendants' statement of undisputed material facts
in the event that we do consider the exhibits. (Doc,
97, att. 1) (Doc, JOO).
First, Keyes requests the Court to strike ·these
·exhibits due to Defendants' failure to comply with
the protective order in. this matter. (Doc. 91, alt;
1); As backgrow1d, we issued a protective order
on February 6, 2017 governing the use of certain
protectable information in thislitigadon. (Doc. 66).
The protective order provides:
Three . (3) . days prior to
the filing of any Protectable
Information in this litigation,. ·
·Defendants shall · identify
such information to l"laintiff
Keyes. If Plaintiff Keyes
objects to the nse of
such info11nation, Defendants
shall · file such information .
· under seal and highlight
• ·such . information for the : .
.Court as "snbject to discovery
dispute." T'he. parties shall
.then confer in good-faith
effort to resolve. the dispute,
and, if unable to resolve the
·dispute, sµall present their
. positions to the Court in .
an appropriate manner for
.judicial resolution.

II. KEYES' MEDICAL BACKGROUND
As discussed further i1ifi'a, resolution of the
cross motions for summary judgment requires
(Doc. 66, 1) 7(e)). Defendants "inadvertently erred"
the Court to analyze whether Keyes can present
by not identifying Exhibits 1 and 2 to Keyes prior
facts to distinguish himself from th!) hi.storic class · · to filing, but did file the info11nation under seal.
of persons who have been: barred. froni firearm
(Doc. 98; att. 2, 1 5). Keyes requests that we do
possession due to ·involuntary commitments, To . not consider the exhibits due to the· failure to
this end, we must con~ider !).eyes' medical history
disclose. (Doc. 97, att. I, 112). While we nndetstand
and commitment background. Defendauts cite
ReYl)s' frustraiion in not being able to respond with
extensively to Exhibits. 1 and 2, attach.ed to
objections to specific, highlighted sections of the
their statement of undisputed material facts, in
ex1Jibits, we will deny his request to strike them
describing ;Keyes' mental health history to argue
.outright. Instead, we will consider Keyes' remaining
that he is not entitled to Second Amendment right.s. . four evidentiary objections in light of each portion
(Doc. 885, Ex. I, 2). Exhibits I and 2 are portions· of the exhibits that we consider. ·
of Keyes' health records, obtained by Defendants
through subpoenas in discovery and relied upon by
*3 Second, Keyes argues that Exhibits 1 and 2.
Defendants in their briefings. !{.~yes objects to our
cont~in psychiatric relations .and comniunicati.ons
· consideration of these exhibits on five grounds, but
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were to apply tlle Pennsylvania physician-patient
privileged and confidential pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 5944. (Doc. 97, att. I, II 13(a)). This statute
privilege, we would h~ld that _Keyes has waived this ·
represents the psychiatrist-patient privilege under · · privilege for the same·reason that he has waived his
psychotherapist-patient privilege.
Pennsylvania . law. · However, Federal Rule of
Evidence 501 explicitly states that federal common
Fourth, Keyes arg11es that Exhibits I and. 2 ·
law privileges apply in cases arising under federal
constitute inadmissible hearsay, and as such, we ·
law. FED. R. EVID. 501. As this case arises
under the .Second Amendment to the United · cannot consider· them in our summary judgment
determination: (Doc. 97, .ex, I, , 13(c)), It is
States Co11stitution, federal common law privileges
unclear from the objection itself whether Keyes
apply and 42 Pa.C.S .. § 5944 . is inapplicable.
·
contests
the entirety of the· medical. records as
Federal common law does . i11deed recognize ·
a psychotherapist-patient pdvilege. Jaffee v. . hearsay or whether he objects to specific statements .
conti;ined thti'rein-;,,,hile the medical records ·as
Redmond, 518 U.S. I, 12, 116 S.Ct. 1923, 135
.
a whol\', are teclmically hearsay, parties routinely
L.Ed.2d 337 (1996).
ag1·ee· in cases such as these that they are
Nevertheless, "the patient may of course waive . admissible under the tegularly conducted activities
exception to the rule against hearsay, While we are
the protectio11." Jd., at 15, n.14, 116 S.Ct. 1923.
unaware ot'an agreement with these specifi~ parties,
· Courts in om· district have long held that "[w]hen
considering the context, we do not judg9 Keyes'·
a piaintiff puts [his] mental health at issue in a civil
law suit .. , [he] impliedly waives t!ie protection· of: hearsiiy objection as targeting the medical re9ords
Keyes' . respo~se
Defendants'
wholesale,
the privilege." Smith v, Cent, Dauphin Sch. Dist.,
well as his brief
~tatement _of undisJ)u~d facts,
2007 WL 188569, at_ •2 (M.D. Pa. Jan, 22, 2007).
summary
in opp_ositfon to Defendants' motion
Keyes has certainly placed his mental health at issUI}
in pursuit 6fhis as.applied challenge to§ 924(g)(4), . judgiµent, he addresses hearsay with regard to
;pecific &tatement contained within Exhi\)it I.
Keyes is, of course, Well aware of .this reality; as he
(Doc, 97, att. p, 2) (Doc. 100, II 8). Tljis alleged
states in his brief that the reason for his challei1ge
statement is heavily.reiied upon by the Defendallts,
is "because there is 0no reasonable· procedure
and we are confident tllat Keyes. aims his hearsay
pursuant to which an individual could regain t_hei_r
objection at .this statel]lent specifically and wiii
Second Amendment Rights upon demonstrating
address the objection as such.
their current mental and emotionalfitness.'' (Doc.
81, p, 2) (emphasis added), He argues that his
*4 The statement at issue is contained within
"background is easily distinguishable from those
Exhibit I on page 17.
the medical .records .
who are currently mentally ill." (Id., at p. 21). This
(Doc,
85,
Ex.
1,
p.
17).
The
page ls titled ''Adult
claim. puts Keyes'• mel\tal health at issue as we are .
Psychiatric Care Record" and dated ·July I 5, _2006.
tasked with determining.its veracity. As such, Keyes
(Id.). Th.e middle or' the page contains hourly
has wa.ived his psychotherapist-patient privilege..
information· regarding Keyes' sleep, safety, and .
nutrition throughout the day,,signed off by the three
Third, Keyes argues that Exhibits 1 and 2 _constitute
therapists, (Id.). The top of the.page contains two
· privileged information pursuant to the doctor•
handwritten notes from two of those therapists.
patient privilege codified at 42 Pa.C.S. § 5929 .
(Id,), )?art of the first handwritten note states, "Pt- ·
. : (Doc. 97, att. I, ~ 13(b)}. Again; Pennsylval\ia
reports that he feels he could have tlle courage to
privileges are not applicable in this matter, and "t_he
•
commit
suicide an.d had a plan to kill himself with
federal common law does not recognize more·
general.physician-patient privilege." Sarko v. Penn
gun and up until'tonight had access to gun." 2 (Id\.
Del Directory Co., 170 F.R.D. 127, 131 (E.D. Pa.
From ihe signature attached to the note; we can
1997) (citing Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589, 602 n,
only make out that tlle therapist's initials. are
28, 97 S.Ct. 869, 51 L.Ed.2d 64 (1977); U.S. v• .. ''S,Zi' and attached to his signature is the· title
Colletta, 602 F.Supp. 1322, 1327 (E.D.Pa.), afj'd,,
"MHW." (Id.). In a suppleme11tal declaration, .
770 F.2d 1076 (3d Cir.1985)). Moreover, even ifwe
Keyes denies ever making this statement and cannot

In
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identify the individual who wrote the statement.
. (Doc. 97, att. 2, 'J'il 2-3).
2

Due to the handwriting, 'the ·cotlrt is unable to
tell if this st~tement says "guns" ·or "gun".

Defendants• argue that this statement is i10t
subject to the rule against hearsay pursuant to .
Federal Rule of Evidence 803(4). (Doc. 98, att.
· 2, 11 14). Rule 803(4) provides that statements
''made for-and reasonably pertinent to-medical
·diagnosis or treatment" ar.e not subject to the rule
against hearsay where they "describe[ ) medical
history; pas( or present symptpms or sensations;
their inception; or their generai' cause." FED.
R. EVID. 803(4). Keyes' purported statement
clearly fits. within this hearsay exception ·because
he ·was allegedly describing his .present feelings
and symptoms rel!lted to his depression. l11deed,
Keyes does not offer any argument that this alleged.
statement would not have been made for purposes
of medical treatment, but focuses his objection on ·
the unknown identity of the author. (Doc. 97, alt,
4, p. 2).

Finally, and relatedly, Keyes argues that Exhibits 1
and 2 should be excluded because he "is unaware
of the identity ·of the indi¥iduals making ihe
putative statements and has therefo;·e been denied
an
opportunity to inquire of the indivi\luals
as.to the
.
. '
accuracy of their specific statements." (Doc. 97, alt.
I,~ 13(d)). We view this objection as, agairi, relating.
to .the specific statement in the medical records,
rather than the records as a whole. Keyes cites to no
authority for this argument and provides no further
clarification. 3 We are therefore riot persuaded
exclude the exl,ibits o!I this. basis.
3

t~

!(eyes references that he has "been denied all
opporturiity tt? croSs~~xamine this unknowii
individual on the putative statement.'' (Doc,
97, att. 4, p: 2). This is reminiscent of a Sixth
Amendment Confrontation Clause argu!)\ent,
which, of course, ~pplies . ''in all criminal
prosecutions." U.S. CONST. AM, VI. This
argument is of no ~vail in this civil litigation;

*5 Having resolved Keyes' evidentiary objections,
we will now disouss his relevant· medical and
professional background. As we do ·so, we make
The rationale behind the exception for statements
·
explteit
that whiie we are considering Keyes'
made in pursuit ofmedical diagnosis or treaiment
focuses on. the indicia of reliability of the declararit; · full .mental health medical hist.orY,. Keyes was
only involuntarily committed fot mental health.
"[s]uch statements are regarde<l as inherently
reliable because of the recognition that one seel,:ing · treatment ·on· one. occasion froln August 25, 2006
to September 8, 2006. (Doc. 80, att. 2, 'J 1). This'
medical treatme11t i,s keenly aware of the necessity
commitme11t
serves as the basis for his federal
being truthful in order to.secure proper care.'.'
fireanndisability
pursuant to U.S.C. § 924(g)(4). •
Williams v..Gi>v't of Virgin Islands, 271 F.Snpp.2d
696, ·702 (D.V.t 2003). The collllllents to Rule
In 1998, Keyes was hospitalized for depression at .
803(4) make clear that the exception's focus is on the
The.
Meadows ill Centre Hall, :Pennsylvania. (Doc ..
declarant. and his purposes rather than the person to
84,
'
J
l). He had been receiving outpatient treatment·.
who!ll the statement is made. See FED. R. EVID.
from a psychotherapist for depression since 1997
803(4), advisory committee note to paragrnph (4)
and continued ·his o.utpatient treatment into 1999.
("Onder the exception the statement need not have
(Id.,
at '\12).
been made to a physician. Statements to hospital
attendants; ambulance drive.rs, or even members of
Keyes' next.encounter with inpatient mentii! health
the family might be included."). The handwritten
care
was iii 2006. (Id., at 'II 3). On June 18, 2006,
note is contained within Keyes' h·eatment records
Keyes. was. admitted to. Pjnnacle Hospital after
and specifically indicates that Keyes made the
·
i(ttempting
suicide by overdosing with ninety ten•
statement. The unclear identity \)f the author is .
of Ambien and four beers, (Doc.
milli.gram
tablets
certainly relevant ·to· the. credibility of the note;·
85,
El\.
I,
p.
3).
Keyes was transferred to the
especially considering that !{.eyes vehemently de~ies
inpatient unit of Holy Spirit Hospital in Camp Hill,
ever making the statement. Howev~r. it fits squarely
Pennsylvania oil June 20, 2006. (Id., at p. I). The
within Rule 803(4)'s hearsay exception and is
n1edical records reflected that Keyes bad married
therefore admissible.

for

t8
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his second wife in December 2006 and that they
entered marital counseling four months later. (Id.,
at p. 3). It further states that marital issues with
his wife are suspected to be one of the reasons that
he attempted suicide. (Id.). The notes also reflect
that work stress was "a major contributor to his
depression and anxiety." (Id., at p. 4). Keyes was
discharged on June 27, 2006. (Doc. 84, 'ii 5).

Keyes attempted to commit suicide by overdose on
January 14; 2007, and was readmitted to Pinnacle
· Health Hospital 011 January 15, 2007. (Doc. 84, '111
17-18). He was discharged the following day. (Id).
*6· Keyes gave a deposition in this matter 011
February 23, 2017. (Doc, 85, Ex: 3): When asked
"what prompted you to taking the pills," Keyes
responded it "was probably some depression as a
result of the-this continued going through life and
having-:-living in a marriage where the person is not
· happy," (Doc. 85, Ex. 3, 60:4-11). He stated that his
"mixing al09hol and medication and depression" is .
what caused things to "spirai[J out ofcontrol." (Id,
· at 59: 13-20). Keyes also testified that he was havi°ng ·
· sleep issues during June 2006 that contributed to his
mental health. (Id, at 72:8-'9)..

Keyes again attempted to overdose in July 2006·by
taking Seroq\Jel, Effexor, and Ambien. (Id, at 'ii
6). On or about July I 5, 2006, Keyes voluntarily
readmitted himself to Holy Spirit Hospital' because
· of suicidal ideations with a plan to overdose.
(Id.,-at 'ii 7). His medical records indicate '.'[h]e is
having ma1·ital counselling .because he .is having
some marital discord." (Doq. 85, Ex. 1, p, 10). A
psychiatric care record dated July 15, 2006 states
that Keyes "had a plan to kill himself 'witli a
Keyes was asked during his deposition "during the
past year [ifhe]ever felt depressed or hopeless." (Id.,.
gun." (Id, at p. 17). Keyes was transferred to partial
hospitalization and approved for discharge on July
142:18-20). H~ responded
(Id.). He also.
24, 2006. (Id, at p:13).
. . _testified that he consumes alcohol "fe]very couple
· ·. days or so," hut tpatitcis sporadic. (Id., at 152:_23-'
-. on·_ August- 4, 2006, Keyes overdosed on. a mix
24). Regarding his sleep, Keyes tes_tified that he
of l1is medications. (Doc. ~S, Ex, 2, p.. 4). The
periodically uses a sleep aid for sleep issues and that
he had difficulty falling asleep a couple of times
records reflected that Keyes "has history of binge
drinking." (Id.). Keyes was discharged on August 8,
in the past month. (Doc. 84, 'il'il 20, 21). Keyes is
2006. (Doc. 84, 'ii 13).
currently ,etired;_ he was hired by the Pennsylvania
State Police. on October 7, 1991 and retiree! on
September 11, 2015. (Doc.85, Ex. 3, 12:12-24).
· On August 23, 2006, Keyes· was adniitte(I to
Holy Spirit Hospital pursuant -to Section· 302 .
of Pennsylvania's Mental Health 'Procedures Act
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW
following a threat to attempt suicide. (Id., at 'ii 14).
Snmmary
Judgment is appropriate if the moving
In the application to take K_eyes_ to the hospital
party establishes "that there is. no genuine dispute
for treatment, the applicant stated that Keyes had
as to any material fact and the movant is entitled
called his wife and told her to file for divorce and
io judgment as a matter of law." FED. R. CIV ..
she agreed. (Doc. 85, Ex. 1, p. 18). Keyes had called
P. 56(a). A dispute is "genuine" only if there. is
_the applicant and said "he was going to look for a
a sufficient evidentiary basis
a reasonable jurx ·
bar." (Id.). When the applicant found ,him, Keyes
to find for the non-moving. party, arid a fact is
"said he ·was going to ·drink himself numb until he
"material" only if it might affect the ou'tcome of the
could do something to himself' and that "tonight's
action under th~ governing Jaw. See Sovereign Bank
the night that he is. going to kill himself." (Id.).
v. BJ's Wholesale Club, Inc., 533 F.3d 162, 172 (3d
On August 25, 2006, the. Pennsylvania Court
Cir.
2008)(citing Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc,,
of Common Pleas approved· an -application to··
477 U.S. :?.42, 248; 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202
admit Keyes for extended involuntary emergency
(I ~86)). A court should view the facts in the light
treatment. (Doc. 84, 'ii 15). Keyes was discharged on
most favorable to the non-moving party, drawing
· September 8, 2006. (Doe. 80, att.2; 'ii 1).
all reasonable inferences therefrom, and should
· 'not evaluate credibility or weigh the evidence. See
Guidotti v. Legal Helpers DebtResolution,LL.C.,

"no.".

for
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716 F.3d 764; 772 (3d Cir. 2013) (citing Reeves v.
Sanderson Plumbing Prods.,_htc,, °530 U.S. 133,150; ·
120 S.Ct. 2097, 147 L.Ed.2d J05 (2000)).
· Initially, the moving party bears the b11rden of
demonstrating the absence of a genuine dispute of
material fact, and upon satisfaction of that burden,
the non-movant must go beyond the pleadings,
pointing to particulal' facts that evidence a genuine
di~pute fortrial. See id. at 773 (citing Celotex Corp.
v, Catrett, ,477 U.S. 317, 324, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91
L·.Ed.2d 265 (1986)). In advancing their positions,
the parties mvst support their factual ass~rtions
by. citing to specific parts of thereco_rd or by
"showing that the materials cited do not establish
the absence or--presence of a· genuine dispute, or
that an adverse party cannot produce admissible
evidence to support the fact." ·FED: R. Civ: P, ,6(c)
(1).

A court should not grant summary.judgment when

Keyes may possess and operate numerous firearms
in the course of'his position as Master Trooper for
· the PSP, but may not possess or use a fireann in his
personal capacity under federal law. Federal statu_te
contemplates a mechanism of relief for people with
private firearm disabilities under 18 U.S.C, § 925(c),
but because Congress has not funded this program
and Pennsylvania has not created an equivalent,
those with federal firearm disabilities from previo\is.
commitments nave i10 avenue to seek relief; .
*7 To prop·erJy CO!)sider the cross motions
will 'first discuss the
for summary judgment,
· applicable legal framework to use with as-applied .
Second Amendment chalJenges, as that analysis has
·. changed since our 'consideration of Yox's Second
Amendment challenge, We will then analyze Keyes'
circumstaii.ces in light cif the correct legal test. '

we

1. Legal Framework

On Jµly 11, 2016, we.awarded judgment to Yox
there is a disagreement about the facts or the
on his as-appli¢d 'Second Amendment challenge
prop_er inferences that a factfinder could drawfrom
and
deviated _significantly frmp the iegaJ analysis.
them .. See Reedy v. Evanson; 615 F.3d_ 197, 210
e1nployect· by the Pennsylvani'a Superior Court
. (3d Cir, 2010) (citing . .Peterson v. Lehi[/h Valley
.
in rejecting : Keyes' identical .c,laJm, (Doc, 49) ...
Dist. Council, 616 F.:.d 81, 8_4 (~d Cir. 1982)),
The
state court . applied the two-prong Second.
Still, ·"th~ mere existellcii of some aUeged factual
Amendment framework from United· States v.· ·
· dispute .between the parties will not defeat an
Marzzare/la, 614 F.3d 85 (3d Cir. 2010) to analyze·
otherwise properly supported motion .for summary
judgment." Layshock ex rel. Layshock v. Hermitage· a11d ultimately deny Keyes' Secoµd Amendment
claims. In r¢ Keyes, 83 A.3d 1016, 1024 (Pa .
. Sch. Dist., 650 F.3d 205,211 (3d Cir. 2011) (quoting
Super. Ct. 2013),. appeal de!lied, 627 Pa, 766,
Anderson, 477 U.S. at 247-48, 106 S,Ct. 2505)
.
101 A.3d io4 (Pa. 20i4), In analyzing a Second
(internal quotatio,:i marks omitted).
Ameµdment challenge pur$uant to Marzzare/la,
. a court examines "wheiber · the challenged law
IV. DISCUSSION
hnp.oses a burden on conduct falling within the
Keyes brings an _as•applied Second Amendment
scope of the Second Amendment's guarantee"
challenge, arguing that 18 U.$.C.§ . 922(g)(4)
,mder.the first prong, 614 J,<',3d at 89. "!fit does not,
unconstitutionally deprives him of his right to
our inquiry is complete," and_ there is no Second
keep and. bear .arms, The statute prohibits · Amendment violation. Id. Hciw,ver, if the law does·
impose a burden .<in such conduct, a court must
firearm possession for any person "who has been
''evaluate the law under some form of means-end
adjudicat¢d as a mental defective or who has been
committed to a mental institution." 18 U.S.C, . scrutiny." Id. "If th~ law passes in~ster under tl;at
standard, it is constituti1mal. !fit fails, it is invalid,"
§ 922(g)(4). · An exception to this prohibitioti is
Id.
codified at· 18 U.S.C . .§ 925(a)(l) an\l allows the
use and possession of firearms "issued for the :us_e
of, the United States or any department or agency
In our opinion regarding Yox's claims, whichwere
for all material purposes identical to Keyes', we held
therof or
State or any deparµnent, agency,
or political subdivision," 18 U,S,C. § 925(a)(l),
that Marzzare//a was the incorrect legal framework
Together, these statutes create the dichotomy whei'e . -to apply, and instead found the legal test of United.

any
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States v. Barton, 633 F.3d 168 (3d. Cir. 2011) to be
the appropriate analytical lens with which to view
as-applied Second Amendment claims, (Doc. 48).
In Barton, a case concerning an as;applied_ challenge
to 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(l), the felon-in-possession
statute, the Third Circuit stated that,
[t]o
raise · a successful
as-applied challenge, [the
challenger]. must present
facts about himself and his
background that disti_ngtiish
his circumstances from those
ofpersons historically barred
from Second · Amendment
protectlons. For instance, a
felon convicted of a minor, .
non-violent crime might show·
that he is no more dangerous
than a typical law-abiding
citizen, Similarly, 'a court
might find that a felo11
whose crime of conviction
is -decades-old poses no
continuing threat to society, ·
(i33 F_.3d &t i74, Using this framework, we.held
that- "Mr. Yox -provides the perfect \est case to
challenge"§ 9Z2(g)(4), as the illogical contradiction
of being able to possess firearms in his professional
capacities but not being abie to possess a firearm for
· protection in his own home puts in relief a factual
scenario where an as-.applied Second Amendment
challenge to this statut~.may succeed." (Doc. 48, p.
42). Because we f;>Und that he had shown that he
is "no· more dangerous than, a typical law-abiding
· citizen" and that he is not a "continuing threat" to
himself or others, we awarded judgment in favor of
Yox. (Id,) (citing Barron, 633 F,3d at 174).
Shortly after our ruling regarding Yox, on
September 7, 2016, the Third Circuit issued an en
bane opinion· in Binderup v, Attorney General United
States of America addressitlg the legal framework
for as-applied S_econd Amendment claims_. 836 F.3d
· 336 (3d Cir. 2016). While Binderup concerned as
applied challenges to the felon-in-possession statute
of. I 8 U.S.C. § 924(g)(l), as we noted in our
grant of summary judgment to Yox, "we see ·no

reason that the same logic would not apply" to
as-applied challenges to § 924(g)(4). (Doc .. 81,
p. 29). Unfortunately, while judgment on the
two particular cases ·on. appeal in. Binderup. was·
· agreed upon by a majority, none of the three
judicial opinions announcing the proper analytical
framework garnered ·a majority of the Court. Id.
Despite this fragmented result, a discussion on
the various opini_ons "in Binderup is necessary to
determi1ie the proper test We are to use in analyzi_ng
Keyes' as-applied Second Amendment claim. ·

*8Binderup is ihe co11solidated appeal from two
district court ·decisions that shaped om analysis
in our previous grant of summary judgment to
.. Yox-Binde,;up v. Holder, 2014 WL 47_64424 (RD ..
Pa. Sept, .25, 2014) and· Suarez v, Holder, -.
. F.Supp,3d - , 2015 WL 685889 (M.D. Pai Feb.
18, 2015), (D9c. 48, p. 28)'. The plaintiffs in Binderup
· and Suarez both posed as-applied challenges to 18
U,S,C. § 922(g)(l), which disarms those convi'cted ·
of "a cl'ime punishable by hnprisonment .for a
term exceeding one year:" The plaintiffs had been.·
deprived of their fil'earn1 rights by 924(g)(l) because
of previous misdemea_nors punishable by more
.than one year, and· brought Second Amendment
: challenges. Both district courts found in their favor.
In. considering the as,applied Second Amenc!ment
challenges, the Binderup district court found that
Barton "suppli_es the controlliilt; framewoxk.'' ·2014
WL 4764424, at *13. In doing so, the Bhiderup
district court noted that· the Supreme Court in
its. Heller decision found that the "longstanding
prohibitions on the possession of firearms by fel_ons
and the me11tal!y ill" were "presumptively lawful,"
suggesting that the presumptio·n could be rebutted ..
2014 WL 4764424, at *14 (quo.ting Heller,_554 U.S.
at 626--!\27 n.26, 128 S.Ci. 2783).
In Suarez, the district court also ultimately applied
the Barton framework to the as-applied Second
Amendment challenge to 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(l),.
although it framed its analysis slightly differently .
in retaining the Marzzarella two-prong structure._
There, ~h~ district coµrt st_ated that Marzzarel/a ·
provided the governing framework for Second
Amenqment challenges_
a general matter, and
tl1at some sort of means-end scrutiny would, in
theory., be appropriate. Suarez, F.Supp.3d at

as
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- - , 2015 WL 685889, at *7. The court went
on to hold that Barton speaks to the first prong
of Marzzarella and that "if a challenger satisfies
Barton by demonstrating that he is outside the scope
of§ 922(g)(I ), and thereby shows he is a )aw-abiding
citizen· who falls within the core of the Second
Amendment's protection, any means-e11d scrutiny
would be fatal in fact." Id.
In the en bane appeal, a majority of the Third
Circuit affinned the judgements of the di.strict
courts for both cases. Binderup v. Attorney Geiieral.
United. States of America, 836 F.3d 336 (3d
Cir. 2016). Circuit Judges Ainbro, Hardiman and
Fuentes authored opinions, none of which garnered
a precedential majority. Fifteenjudges·took part in·
the Binderup ruling.
Judge Ambro, joined in full by Judges Smith and
Greenaway, Jr., held that" Marzzqi•el/a and Barton
• , are neither wholly distinct nor incompatible'.' a11d
that joint consideration of the two. precedents
rnpresents the proper framework for as-ipplied
Second Amendment challenges. Id.·, at 347. Parts
HI.A, UI.B, 111..C.l, III.C.2, and III.C.3a of Judge
Ambro's opinion wel'e also signed pn by Judges
Fuentes, Vanaski, Krause, and Roth. In these
sections, _Judge Am bro instructs:
Read toge\her, •.Mar.zzar.ella
and Barton lay . out a
framework for deciding as
applied challenges to gun
reg_ulations. At step one of
the Marzzarel/a decision tree,
a challenger must prove, per
Barton _that a presumptively
lawful regulation burdens: his .
· Sec.and Amendin_ent rights ..
This requires a challenger to
clear. two hurdles: he must
(1) identify the traditional
justifications for excluding
from··. Second Amendment
protections the class of
which he appears to be a
· member, id. at 173, and
then (2) present facts about
himself and his background ·
that
distinguishes
bis

circumstances from those of .
persons in the historically.
barred class, id at 174.

Id., at 346-347 (citing United States v. Barton,
633 f.3d 168 (3d .Cir. 2011)). In other words, the
framework of Barton is used in order to analyze step
one of the Marzzarella test. Id
Judges Fuentes, Vanaskie, Krause, and Roth
withdraw their support of Judge An1bro's oph:iion
when be applies the framework to the specific
facts of the cases· in l'art III.C.3b and applies
mei11s•end scrutiny in • Part IIi.D. In · these
sections, Judge Ambro, joined by Judges Smith
and Greenaway, Jr,, held that the challe1igers
sufficiently distinguished . themselves from the
presumptively h1wful historicaliy barred class by
showing their prior misdemeanor convictions ·
to not be as "serious". as felonies, and· that
. \he Governti\ertt could poi- satisfy· intennediate
· scrutiny. Id, at 350~353. Judge Ambro concludes
in.his opinion that "the Governmentfalls well short
of satisfying its burde11c...even under intermediate
. · scrutiny" J;,ecause it offered "no evidenceexplaining ·
· why banning people like them (i.e., people who
decades ago con\mitted sjmilar misdemeanors)
from possession firearms_ promotes public safety.''
Id, at:353,..354; ·
·
*9 Judge Hardiman authors a separate opinion,
joined by' Judges Fisher, Chagres, Jordan, and
·Nygaard. tn his ·opinion, Judge Hardiman s.tates
. that "Barton alone provides the standard for
an as-applied Second Amendment challenge to a
presumptively lawful rng\jlatory measure ... that
denies a core Secon\l Amendme1it right to a certain .
vlass of persons.'' Id, ~t 365-'-366, Thus, Judge
Hardiman and the supporting judges would· do
away with the second step of the Marzzare/la
framework altogether: "when, as in these appeals, it
comes to an as-applied challenge to a presumptively
lawful regulation that entirely bars the challenger
from exercising the.core Second Amendment-right,
any resort to rrieans:end scrutiny is inappropriate
once it has been :determined -that the challenger's'
circumstances distinguish him from the historical
justifications supporting the regulation. This is
because such laws are categorically invalid as
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applied to persons entitled to Second Amendment
protection-a matter of scope." Id., at 363.
Judge Fuentes authors a separate opinion,joined by
former Chief Judge McKee and Judges Vanaskie,
. Shwartz, Krause, Restrepo, and Roth. lb the
opinion, Judge Fuentes states that Marzzare/la
is the proper framework for as-applied Second.
Amendrr\ent challenges and that step one of the
analysis ,tl!ks whether the challenged law imposes
a burden on Second Atnendment conduct. Id, at

356. Additionally, each opinion recognized that
after proving th.at apresumptively lawful regulation
burdens his Second Amendment rights, the court
then considers whether "the plaintiffs, are situated
differently." Id., at 391. Judge Ambro frames this
inquiry as using Barton undel' step one of the
Marzzarella framework; ·Judge Hardiman frames
this inquiry as employing Barton as the controlling
test fol' as-applied Second Amendment challenges
. altogether; and iudge Fuente;fraines this inquiry as
simply using step one of the Marzzare//aframework.

387; Judge Fuentes departs from Judge Ambro's
without reference to .Barton. 4 Regardless of how
opinion, however, in stating that "Heller itself · the ipquiry is framed, each opinion either explicitly
tells us that felons are disqualified from exercising . 01, implicitly· affirms Barton's propositiop that a
successful as-applied challenger must '.'presen.t facts .
thei!' Second Amendn1ent rightf' ;nd "there is
about himself and his •background that distinguish
no principled basis, at· least in this context,
for distinguishing" ihe challengers' misdemeanor
l)is circumstartces.fr9m those·ofpersons historically
convictions fro~ the statute's scope. Id., at388.
barred. from. Second· Amendment protections." .
He therefore dissents in the judgment. Id. Because
Barton, 633 F.3d at 174. Finally, formerChiefJudge
iudge Fuentes would ·hold that the challengers'
McKee. and Judges Ambro, Vanaskie, Fuentes,
· ·misdemeanors are categorically ou.tside of the scope
Shw.artz, Krause, . Restrepo, Roth, Smitli, and
Greenaway, Jr. ag.ree that interinediate scrutiny is
of historical Second Amendment rights, means-end
scrutiny is not required. Id., at 396. Judge Fuentes
the proper level of means-end scrutiny to apply in
offers a discussion on the appropriate application
step two of the Marzzarel/a framework, although
the· scrutiny anyway, however, stating· that ·scrutiny was ~pplied il1 different ways.that \lid not;
fotermediat~ scrutiny is appropria,te in this type . • garner majorities.
.
of challenge. Id., at 398. Flll'ther, Judge Fuentes.
·criticizes Judge Ambro's narrow formulation of
4
Judge Fuentes siates that he would overrule
. intermediate scrutiny, framing the issue as such:
Barton to. the extent that it permits as-applied
challenges to 18 U.S.C. 924(g)(l) because,
The question is not whether. someone exactly
as currently constructed, tho statute only
like. the plaintiffs poses a threat to public safety,
disa~s .ihose· who have coinmitted seriQUs
The question is whether 'the fit between the
crim6s- and are therefore ~ategorically ouis~de·
.challenged regulatic,n and the assertel objective
of th_e scop"e Se~ond, Amendmen.t. BincferuP,
[is] reasonable, not perfect.'
836 F.3d at 387, n. 72. tlowever,. Judge ·
0

of

Id., at 400 (citing Marzzarella, 614 .F.3d at
•98). Under this formulation, Judge Fuentes
"conclude[s] that the government's evidence
adequately establishes a connection betvieeri past
criminal condnct and futlll'e gun violence." Id., at
401.
In sum, former Chief Judge McKee and Judges
Ambro, Smith, Greenaway, Jr., Vanaskie, Shwal'tz,
•Krause, Re;trepo, and Roth · agree that the
. two-st~p · Marzzarella framework '<Ontrols. all
Second Amendment challenges, · including . as
applied. chalienge~. As this opinion garnered a
· majority,· it is now the law of the Circuit. Id, at
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Fuentes did Coilside~ the particulars.· of th~
challeJ).gers' specific· situation to determine

whether "the plaintiffs [ ] · are situated
\iifferently," before concluding that their
misdemean·or convicHqils w~re not sufficiently

distinguished from historically barred felons in
· possession.Id., at39L

· 2:• K~yes' As--:~ppli~d Second Amei1dmeiit
Challenge ·
*10 Having laid out the relevant precedential
background, we. now move forward in assessing
Keyes' as-applied Second Amendment challerige.
Following · the direction of Binderup; we will
proceed with Marzzarella's two-step· fra111ework,
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the prohibition on firearm
using Barton as guidance in.analy~ing step one. In
possession by the "mentally .
applying Marzzarella, a court examines "whether·
ill" most likely involved
the challenged law imposes a burden on c.onduct
a concern over individuals
falling wi\hin the scope of the Second Amendment's
who
had mental impairments
guarantee" under the first prong. 614 F.3d at 89. "If
that made them dangerous
it does not, our inquiry is complete," and there is
to tbemseives or others in
no Second Amendment violation. Id However, if
society.
the Jaw does impose burden on sucp. conduct, a
court must "evaluate the law under some fo1·m of
means-end· scrutiny." Id "If the law passes mus_ter .. (Doc. 48, p. 37). Keyes cites to much of the same
under that standard, it is constitutional. If it fails, it
research we consulted in our grant .of summary
is invalid." Id.
. judgment to Y ox, and likewise does not appear
·to dispute our conclusion regarding_ the historical
justifications for§ 922(g)(4). As such, we shall forgo
a lengthy reiteration of' our 'previous analysis and
. a. Step One 9f the Marzzarella Framework
move forward with the much more pertinent hurdle
in ihis matter-whether Keyes can "present facts
Judge Ambro's articulation of step one of the
Marzzarella'frainework is pa.rticul.arly instrnctive: · about. himself and his background that distinguish:
his circU.lllstances from tbose of. perso11s, in the
"[t]his requires a challenger to ciear two hurdles:
historically barted class." Bindemp, 836 F.3d at 347
_he must (1) identify the traditional justifications for
·excluding from Second Amendment pr?tections the· (internal citations omitted).
class of which he appears to be a member; and then
There is no finite list of factors for tbe Court ·
(2) present facts about himself and his background
that distinguish his circumstances from .those· of . to consider .in determining whether Keyes c;m · ·
distinguish himself frotn the. historiCa!ly barred
persons i11 the historically barred class." Binderup,
class. ofdisai·nwd persons. However, Defendants ..
· 836 F.3d at _347 (internal dtationSoti1itted) ..
cite to Judge Ainbro's opinion. in Binderup for the
Regardi11g the first hurdle, we thoroughly analyzed · proposition that the timing of Keyes' coinmitment
and evidence of rehabilitation ''ha[ve] no bearing on •
. tbe traditional justificati_ons underlying the fed.era]
· prohibition of firearm possession by those who . this analysis." (Doc: 87, p. 13), We dis!lgree. ·
have been committed to a me11tal institution in
In · considei"ing. the felon-in.possession statute,
our g;ant of summary judgment to Yox. (Doc. 81,
Judge Ambro did state that "[t]here is no historical
pp. 32-~37), We consulted case law and history and
support for the view that the pa.ssage .of time·
found ihat while "there is little historical evidence of
mentally ill people ·being subject to Jaws specifically .or evidence of rehabilitation can restore Seco.~d ..
disarming them ... there is clear historical evidence . Amendment rights that were forfeited." Binderup;
·836 F.3d at 350. By way of background, Judge
that persons prone to violent behavior were outside
Ambro made this statement in. conjunction with
the scope of Second Amendment protection." (Doc,
his disagreetne~t with Barto~'s hol<:ling that a
48, p. 36). The Defendants do· not ~ttempt to. re
challenger· that once lost- his Second Amendment
argue our earlier conclusions, and instead quote our
rights by§ 922(g)(l) may regain them by showing
_prior opinion where we concluded,
that the crime of conviction is decades•old, and he
Thus, while we do not know
no longer poses a threat to society. (Id). The Barton·
the exact iniended parameters
court held that the passage of time and evidence of
of !,he category of "mentally
rehabilitation were pertinent to·the analysis because
. ill" that the Supreme Court
the traditional justification for disarming felons was
referred to in Heller, · it
· the probability of violent recidivism. Id., at 349:..
logicaUy appears th_at the ·
350. Judge Ambr,,'and tbe six judges that joined this
·. historical justifications for ·
section
his opinion disagreed, holding tbat the

a
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true traditional justification for the dispossession
of felons was because people who commit serious
crimes are "unvirtuoUs." Id; !n essence, "persons
_who have committed serious crimes forfeit the right
: to possess firearms" because they are unvirtuous
citizens.- fd, at 348-349. Therefore, Judge-Am bro
and his supportern hold that a person disti!lguishes
themselves from the historically barred class not
by showing that tliey will not recidivate, but by
showing that they did not commit serious crimes to
begin with and are consequently not '-'unvirtuous."
The focus is on the crime of conviction itself rather
than the individual.

that the person's potential danger to society is
the traditional justification for dispossessing the
mentally ·ill. Judge Fuentes, joined· by· six other ..
judges, des.cribed the ban of firearm possession
by felons as a longstanding "black-and-white
proscription" as opposed to other longstanding
proh.ibition.s that ''have much more ambiguous
boundaries." Binderup, _836 F.3d at 395.Whether
a person who has previously been involuntarily
committed poses a continuing threat to society
to justify forfeiture of Second Amendment rights
certainly requires examination of ."ambiguous
bouildaries" and consideration of all factors.

To be sure, considering the passage:oftime and the
*11 In contrast, the Defendants have agreed
person's rehabilitation is essential to <letermining
with our previous conclusion that the traditional
whether
a citizen has distinguished himself from the
justification for the dispossession of those who luwe
of
pe_rsons barred front pdssessing firearms
class
. beei1 involuntarily .coinmitted "involved a concern
.because of mental. health impairments. If we·
· ovedndividuals who had mental impalrments that
were· to look only at the· commitment itself as .
made therii dangerous to themselves or others h1
the
Binderup court looked -at the prior crime of .
so~iety." (Doc. 48, JJ. 37) (Doc. 87, p. 11). T.he ·
. justificatio1ds not rooted in an unvirtuous choice. conviction i tsel( there could not ever be a successful
citize.ns have made in the past, but in their d_anger to . as-applied_ 'challenge to § 924(g)(4~a person is
involuntarily committed because of the danger to •
themselves and others._A person who has previously
himself 'and to o_thers. Ignoring the passage of
voluntary and
committeil a felony has made
time and rehabilitation would effectively hold that
deliberate· choice to break the law. That· choice
a person who is involuntarily ·committed at one
operates as a forfeiture of their Second Amendment
point .in his life ·is ·forever a danger to himself
rigl;tsin the·same way that it operates as a forfeiture
and society. Indeed, . the Pefendants themselves
of other civil liberties such as voting._ Binderup,
impli<;itly·
recognize the ueed to consider time al)d
836 F.3d at 349. 11ivoluntary commitmeµts are
·
.
rehabilitation
by citing to·facts reflecting exactly
not· premised on the violation of any law, or
those things: Because ·of all of this, we .shall
any truly voluntary and deliberate actions at all.
recognize the passage of time and ·evidence of
They are premised on a person's mental illness
rehabilitation.as factors to consider in determining
· that causes them to be a threat to themselves
whether Keyes h~s distinguished himself from the
and others. To hold that a person's mental illness
in the past operates as. a voluntary forfeiture of . historically barred class of persons.
Second Amendment rights in the same way that the
"unvirtuoust' choice of committing' a serious crime ·· Our esteemed colleague Judge Mark A. Kearney
· of the Eastern District of- Pennsylvania came to
does suggests that mental illness is a "choice."
a different result in Jefferie:S v. Sessions, F.Supp.3d - , - , 2017 WL 44\1044, at *l
The Binderup court disagreed with Barton's
·(E.D.Pa; Oct. 3, 2017). There; Judge Kearney
conclusion regarding the historical justification
faced .an as-applied challenge to § 924(g)(4) aud
for dispossessing felons, focusing on the prior
employed
the modified two prong framework from
conviction itself rather than the person's propensity
M arzzarella and Binderup. 1d. The. court first agreed
.to commit violent crimes. Binderup, 836 F.3d
at 350. Because of this, the passage of time · with our conolusio11 that the ·historical justification
for the. prohibition of firearm possession by the
since the conviction and the person's rehabilitation
mentally ill involved a ·concern for individuals with
were irrelevant. Id. These factors are, however,
mental impairments that made them dangerous
highly' relevant here, where we have concluded

a
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to themselves and oth.ers. Id, .at - - , 2017
WL 4411044 at *7. The court then, however,
cites Judge Ambro from Binderup and holds
that the challenger can11ot use post-commitment
conduct to distinguish himself from the class ·of
historically barred individuals. Id., at - - , 2017
WL 4411044 at *_8. Instead, the. court 111dicated
that the challenger w~uld need: to off~r "evid.ence
distinguishing his commitment from. the class· of
i.ndividua!s prohibited from possessing a firearm.!'
Id, (emphasis added),

•12 We have the utmost respect for Judge
l{earney, but we find that his conclusion places too
much reliance on one isolated statement in Binderup.

924(g)(4) pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure l2(b)(6) and offered scant analysis,
save. for its reliance upon the same Binderup
sentence that Jefferies and. the Defendants
point toward. No, 2:l6--CV~6440, Doc. 31
(E.D.Pa. Sept. 5, 2017). Sl111pson v. Sessions
also relie4 on that same .Binderup ~entence in
holding that passage of time and evidence of
· rehabilitation is immaterial to an aS..ap}'Jied
§ 924(g)(4) challenge, but then contradictorily
. rejec.ted. the challenge because the plaintiff
"has no record· of respo~:;ible-firearms usage
. and ·he has undergone continuing mental
healthtreatmont."2017WL!9!0141,at•6--7
()'!.D.Pa. May 10, 2017). Wedo notfind either
of these cases persuasive.

and . ignores ti1e inherent. differences between . ·. We now tum to the specific factual arguments
§ 924(g)(1) and § 924(g)(4). Each· commitment· offered by the Defendants. In support of their
inherently reflects a decision that the individual was
contention that Keyes has "failed .to present facts
a daiiger to themselves or to others in societyabout himself al)d his background that distinguish
to focus on the commitment itself would render
his circumstances· from the class of persons with
· any as-applied challenge as futile and hold that
mental impairments that make them dangerous
persons once committed are forever a danger to
to themselves," Defendants point to the fact that
society and themselves. Faced with this reality,
he attempted· suicide on one .occasion after his .
Judge Kearney holds fast to Binderup, stating "[o]ur
comn1itment and to facts sh.owing. a "significant
court of appeals is specifically disc.ussing felons
likelihood of a relapse." (Doc. 87, pp. 14-IS).
but its next sentence extends the. reasoning to
Specifically, Defendants note that K,eyes attempted·
any federal prohibition, '[t]here is ·no historical
suicide on four occasions, qnce after commitment,
support · for the view that · the passage of .time
and that his mental health hospitalizations occurred
or evidence of reha.bilitatiou ·can restore _Second
over a span of years. (Doc. 87, pp, 11--,14), The
Amendment rights· that. were forfeited.' " Id., at · Defendants argue that the "lengthy gap" between
- , ·2017 WL 4411044 at *9 (quoting Binderup, . Keyes' first hospltalizatiOll ln ·1993 ancl final·
836 F.3d at 350). We disagree with Judge l(earney's
h_ospltalization in 2007"belies any suggestion that ·
. extension of Binderup to § 924(g)(4)-the Court's
Mr.Keyes' instances ofmental illness can be treated
language may have referenced Seconti Amendment
as safely in the past." (Id., at p. 14);
rights gener~lly, ·but the entirety of the analysis
regarded the felon-in-possession statute. Beca.use
The Defendants also point to Keyes' "present.
an involuntary commitment is premised on mental
circumstances" .that; in their view, sugges_t "a
illness rather than a deliberate choice to break the
significant likelihood" of relapse into mental illness
law and forfeit civil rights, the analysis of as-applied·
that would cause danger. (Id., at pp. )4-15);
challenges to § 924(g)(4) differs from § 924(g)(l)
As dis.cussed previo.usly,. Reyes testified at ·his
in this regard. As such, we depart from Judge · · deposition that depression, issues with his wife,
combining his medications with alcohol, and sleep
Kearney's holding in Jefferies. 5
issues prompted his suicideatte1npts, (Doc. 85, Ex.
3, 59:13-20, 72:8-9). Defendants point to portions
5
Jefferies cites to two. Eastern District cases
of Reyes·' d.eposition testimony where he states that
·that purportedly support its conclusi_on that
he periodically takes a sleep aid for sleep issues and
an individual's post•involunta~ commitment .
· · h.ad difficulty falling asleep a couple times in the
mental health' is n~t relevant· to an as•
past ~onth. (Doc. 87, pp. 15-16); Defendants also
applied challenge to § . 924(g)(4). Beers v.
Lynch dismissed an as-applied challenge to §
point •to Xeyes' .alcohol consumption.....:he testified
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that he drinks every other day or so and that he
usually drinks up to four or five beers. (Id, at-p. 16).
Defendants argue that this is significant because
his "present reported alcohol use does not differ
significantly from· his. reported alcohol use at the
time of his admittance to Holy Spirit Hospital in
2006." (Id.). Finally, Defendants pointto Keyes'
testimony that he "live[s] a 16nely life." (Id.).

Defendants cite dates back to January, 2007. (Doc.
84, ml 17-18), The Defendants do not provide· ·
evidence of any episode of mental illness from the
past decade, The absence of evidence that Keyes has
acted in ~n unstable or dangerous manner towards
himself or :others in the past ten years weighs
. in" favor of finding that he poses no "continuing
threat." Barton, 633 FJd at 174.

*13 Regarding his prnclivity for danger with · . Keyes never mi~used his firearms, even during .
firearms, Defendants rely heavily on the note
his time· encountering _depression and suicidal
iIJcluded with his psychiatric care records discussed
ideations. The only reference to Keyes' misuse
previously. The therapist note reflected that Keyes
of firearms is the one therapist ·note reflecting .
Keyes' intent to commit suicide with 4 gun. There
had a plan to kill hiinselfwith a gnn. (Doc. 85,
Ex. 1, p. 17). Keyes denies that he ever made this
is no evidence that Keyes ever actually misused
statement. For purposes oftesolving the motions
or attempted to· misuse his firearm, and we find .
for summary judgment,· a_nd because we do not find . it particularly · relevant that this statement was
tha~ it is a material fact, we shall accept the veracity
made in o~njuii~tion with a hospital visitwh~re he
of this treatment note and assume· that Keyes did, .- voluntarily admitted himself to receive treatment
·in fact, make that statement to his therapist in 2006_to combat his suicidal ideations, reflecting a
·responsibility to pre','.ent sµch misuse. (Doc, 84, at
. Nevertheless, we find that Keyes ·has sufficiently
,i 7). Keyes .had access to a multitude of fireanns
met his burden- to "present facts about himself and
through his employment as a State Trooper before,
his background that distinguish his clrcumstances
during, and after his mental health .struggles, but
we have 11ot been preseµted with ai:iy evidence
: from those of persons in the hist6rically barred
demonstrating any irresponsible u~e of firearms. .
class." Jllnderup, 836 F:3d at' 347- (internal cit_ations
omitted).To start, we disagree with Defendants that
Keyes. is in a unique position in that he was actually
Keyes' present drcuinstances indicate a likelihood
for relapse. Defendants place weight on·· Keyes' .able to prove his competency with firearms. Unlike
most citizens Vl'.ho l_!)se their private firearm rights,
occasional sleep difficulties and social drinking
Keyes continued to serve as a Master Trooper
· habits, but we do not find these facts suggestive that
Keyes is likely to relapse into his depressive and . for the Pennsylvania State Police for over eight
years following. his last mental health incident.
suici_dal state. Keyes has always ·maint.ained that
his mental health issues stemmed largely from the . .(Doc. 85, Ex. 3, 12:12-24). He _received perfo11nance ·
evaluations of "outstanding'' and qualified in the
emotional turmoil in his relationship with_ his ex
top -of his class· with several frrearms, including a
wife, and th.at is a circumstance that he is no longer
facing. Furthermore, Defendants recognize that· fully automatic AR-15 select fire rifle; a Ren\ington
Keyes no longer takes ·anti-depressant medication,
870 12 gauge shotgun, a Sig Sauer 227 handgun,
and a Glock 37 handgun. (Doc, 84, 1 3). It is an
eliminatiµg the combination of alcohol and
illogical contradiction to say that private possession·
medication that helped prompt his prior suicide
of ffrearms _would. present a d&nger when_ Keyes
.attempts: (Doc. 87, p. 15). Keyes is no longer
spent years with access to the afores4id array. of
battling depression as he was at the time of and
firepower without any documented incMent, In the
.surrounding his commitment-'-,he was asked during
his deposition "during the past year. [he) ·ever felt .end, Defendants seek to have us conclude that
despite having .daily access to this weaponry over
depressed or hopeless." (Doc. 5, Ex 3, 142:18-20).
the entire course of his-career with the Pennsylvania
He _responded with an u'!equivocal "no." (Id.).
State Police, ·and ·despite record bereft .of any
We also find that the significant passage of time · misdeeds with those weapons, hewas and continues
is relevant. The last mental health issue that the

a
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to be a risk to possess firearms on his own. We find
this both illogical and absurd ..

on District of Columbia, et a{ v. Heller ·itself
for this conclusion-the Supreme Court in Heller.
rejected a law that preclnded. individuals from
*14 Further, it is noteworthy that a state court
possessing operable firearms in the ho.me and made
has already found Keyes to not be a continuing
"it impossible for citizens to use them for the core
threat to himself or others; As detailed ear!ie1·, a
lawful purpose of self-defense." 554 U.S. 570, 630,
Pennsylvania state court reviewed Keyes' petition
128 S,Ct. 2783, 171L.Ed,2d637 (20Q8). The law was
.. for restoration of his state firearm rights and issued
deemed. unconstitutional without any means-end
· an order relieving him from any disability imposed
scrutiny . .Id. .The district court Ill Suarez had come
pursuant to state law. (Doc. 82, ,r 4). The judge
to this same conclusion .previously, thoiigh instead
specifically found "that Petitioner has in fact met
offra1ni11git.as doing away.with the s;cond prong of
his burden of showing that he may possess a'firearn1
Marzzarella, the court instead recognized that any
without risk to himself or any_ other person under
means-end scrutiny would be fatal in fact as applied
•the applicable provisions of law." (Id.).
. to a persoil who has satisfied the first prong. F.Supp.3d a t - , 2015 WL 685889, at *7. In our
Whik the lines of what a challenger must prove
previous grant of ~ummary judgment_ io Y ox; we
to .succeed on. an as-applied Second Amendment · · agreed with the Suarez court, referring to the second .
challenge to § 924(g)(4) may be ambiguous, ~eyes
step as pptentially ''iheoretica!Jy" still applying ·
· ·represents a exceptional situation. where we have
"with a. phantom means-end pro11g." (Doc, 48, p.
no troubk holding that he has . distinguished
31).
himself from 'the oiass of persons traditionally •·
prohibited from possession due to ·mental Hlness.
Regardless, both Judge Ambro's and Judge
The traditional justification for prohibiting the · Fuentes' opinions held that intermediate scrutiny
mentally impaired from·firearm possession involves
is applicable to as-applied Second Aniendment
·a concerti over people wiih mental impairments th,i;t . challenges, gamerinit a majority ai\d creating
· caus.e them to be a danger to themselves or othets in
law of. the -circuit, We 'do ,;ote, however, ihai
society. As we said with regards to his co-Plaintiff,
Judge Arnbrn's . ~piriion did not delineate why
it. would require a suspensioff of logic to believe
intermediate scrutiµy was corre¢t b.eca.use he found
that K~yes is and was mentally stable enough to
that. the !_aw would easily fail intermediate -or
· possess and. use. various. types of firearms in 'his
~triqt scrutiny anyway. Binderup, 836 .F.3d at 353.
professional capacity, but is not mentally stable · Judge Fuentes did offer an explanation for why ·
enough to possess a firearm for self-protection in
iotermediate,.as oppo~ed to strict, scrutiny was the
his home without posing a d~ger to himself or . appropriate standard.
We find that Keyes has
society.
.
. adequately ind
co1hpel!ingly demonstrated the· factual grounds to · In his opinio11, Judg~ Fuente; examines. the second
satisfy step oneofthe Marzzarella framework.
prong of Marzzarel/a only "ouf of an abundanqe
· of caution," because he had determined that
the challengers failed step one. Id., at 396, He
then concluded that intermediate scrutiny is the
b.Step Two of the Marzza,el/a Framework
. correct standard .because the felon-in-possession
ban "constrains the rights of persons who, by virtue
Judge Hardiman arid .the fo11r judges who joined his
of
their prior c;unin:al ~9nduot, fall outside.. of.
opinion fou~d that when. '.'it comes t<Ya~ as-applied
.the
core of the. Second Amendment's pr9tections."
.
challenge ·10 a presmnptively lawful. regulation
Id, at 397, .We first feel constrained to note that
that entil'ely bars the challenger from . exercising·
this co11clusio11 is in confli~twith Judge Fuentes'
the. core Second Amendment right; any resort to
cautious procession to step !wo; !:>y proceeding to
. nieans-end scrutiny is inappropriaie once ·it has
the second prong- of tbe Marzzarella. analysis, Judge.
been determined.that the challenger's circumstances
Fuentes· was employing an "even if' argument
dlstinguish him from· the historical justifications
assuming that t!Je challengers had met the first
supporting the regulation." Judge .Hardiman relied

a ..
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prong of the analysis. Id., at. 396. Assuming the
challengers hadmet the first prong of lvfarzzarella
woulc,! mean. that the challengers hacl successfully
. distinguished themselves from the class of people
· traditionally banned from firearm possession-in
Judge Fuentes'-words, that they have demonstrated
that they am 11ot .part of the class of "persons
.who commit serious crimes'.' that "are disqualified
from asserting their Second Amendment rights."
Id.; at 387. If the challengers had successrully
demonstrated that. they are not part of the class of
perscms that lose their Second Amendment rights,
it is unclear how. Judge· Fuentes. could .find that
the complete deprivation of their right to possess
.. firearms would not "burden[ ] tlie 'core' Second
Amen<lment right." Id., at 39$. ·

future gun violence, even without any link to the
challenger's specific characteristics. Id., at 400.

The problem with employing Judge Fuentes' high
level analysis df intermediate scrutiny is. that it
would effectively foreclose all as-applied challenges.
There is a reason why the challengers in J,Jinderup
and our challengers Keyes and- Yox did not
bring facial challenges to the r.espective sections
of § 924(g)~they recognize that, generally, the.
Government. does -have an important interest at
play a11d that the dispossessiqn ·of certain groups
of people are reasonable. to pursue that interest.
To allow the Government to defeat an as-applied ·
challenge by demonstrating that the statute was
·. a reasonable fit to its important interest in
general _would mean that the challengers' efforts
*15 Irrespective of the reasoning, a majority
to· distinguish ·themselves from the overall class
of the ·Thir4 Circuit ii). J,Jinderup agreed that . are re11qered futile. In essence; without considering ·
intermediate scruti!1y applied in joining either Judge · the chillleng~rs' specific characteristics, the second .
Ambro's oi' Judge Fueµtes' opinions. However, · step of the Marz.;arel/q friunework is 'the same in'
both f~cial a~d is-applied challenge, rendering the
the t,,,;o opinioiis differed in their application_ of
first
prong in as-applied challenges superfluous and
intermediate scrutiny, )30th agreed on the general
done in vain; ·
premise of intermepjate.scrutiny-,--the Go.vernment
bears the burden of proof to demonstrate that the
challenged law involves an i.mportant government · Judge Fuentes recognized· this reality by
questioning whether as.applied challenges' to the
interest and that ihe)'e is a "reasonable fit" between
that h1terest and the challenged law. Binderup, 836
felon-in-possession stat\lte are even pennissible at
F.3d at 354, 399. Judge AmbrQ _interprets this
all, and Jie ultimately ooncluded that they are not.
to require the· Govermnent .to adduce evi<lence . Id., at 401: fie points <:i~t that "Second Amendmeµt
explaining why banning people in the PlaintljJ's
limitations Hke the felon-i~-posses. s1.'pn ban and the
position from firearin possession is ·a reaso11abh,
ban on mentally-ill pers,ms possessing gui1s" are
means to further its governmental .interest. Id., at.
illtended to meet a g0Vernn1ental objective that "is
neither logistical nor abstract," ·but ."quite simply,
354-355; To this end, Judge Ambrn found .that
to prevent armeimayhem and death." Id., at 402.
the Government's reliance on general statistical
Because of.the high hnpoff of the govert1mental
studies that felons are more likeiy to commit violent
interest, and the costly consNuences should a court.
·crimes was mi.spfaced. Id. .Instead, the Government'
. needed to present reliable evidence "ihat peopl_e. ·make a wrong decision; Judge Fuentes concludes
with the Challengers' backgrounds were more likeli 'that as-applied challenges are "too error-prone to
support the government's obj_ective of preventing
to misuse firearms or were otherwise irresponsible
armed violence .." Id,, at 403.
or dangerous." Id., .at 355 ..
In anticipating an overbreadth argument, Judge
Judge Fuentes takes issue with this a11ajysis,
Fuentes notes that _federal law 1ifts the felonstating that "Judge Atnbro's level of specificity is
problem.atic." Id., at 396 . Judge Fuentes concludes . in0possession ban when ii conviction has been .
that the Government satisfied its burden that the • expunged,· set. aside, or .· pardoned. Id., at
406. Unfortunately, Judge Fuentes' reasoning is
law is a "reasonable fit" to its importani interest
inapplicable to§ 925(g)(4) because people in Keyes'
in public -;afety because it pointed to studies that
position have no recourse to have their prior
explore the link between past criminal conduct and
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commitments expunged, set aside, or pardoned,
The threat of overbreadth is much more potent in
this context where a prior commitment will deprive
firearm rights in perpetuity.

Finally, Judge Fuentes discusses the difficulty of
considering as-applied challenges to the feloi1-in
possession •statute. Binderup, 836 F.3d at 4_07410. His concerns about the consideration ·of
For support from First Amendment doctrine that · as-applied chaJlenges for § _924(3)(1) are equally
some laws_ cannot withstand as-applied challenges, · .·appljcable to those challenging§ 924(g)(4); )le cites
Judge .Fuentes points to United Public Workers · to problems with consistency, fafr _warning, and
· of America (CIO.) v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 75,
the burden on the district courts. Id. However, for
67. S.Ct. 556, 91 L.Ed. 754 (1947), There, the
all of the reasons that we have distinguished the
Supreme Court confronted an as-applied challenge
felon-in-possession statute from the prohibition .on
to a law· that prohibi_ted government employees
possession by the previously committed, including
from engaging in certain kinds ofpartisan political. the lack of a conscious choice, the lack of a violation
activity. The challenger argned ilult he was not ·111 the law, and the lack of any "unvirtuous".
. a type of government empl.oyee whose. conduct · prior act, we cannot foreclose as-applied challenges
was likely to raise integrity concerns, which was
to § 924(g)(4) simply because of the difficulty in ·
the governmental interest behind the regulation._
administration. ·
Mitchell, 330 U,S, at IOI,_ 67 S,Ct. 556, The Court
rejected the argument, observing that "[w]hatever
Because we find that Judge Fuentes' reasoning
differences there may be [in the class· of persons] ...
is inapplicable to a challenge to § 924(g)(4),
are matters of detail for Congress,,, Id., at I02, 67
and because his high level analysis
1ileans
S.Ct.556.
end scrutiny would effectively foreclose as-applied
challenges .to § 924(g)(4), w~ wl!J f~llow Judge
*16 We do not find this analogy to.be persuasive
Arnbro's lead and conduct ourrne.ans-end scrutiny
to consideration of § 924(g)(4). The law at issue
analysis with. a lens towai:ds Key~s' specific
in Mitchell foreclosed certain First Amendment
cir¢umstances.
rights by regulating one • subset . of speech;
the. dispossessi.on of those. previously ·c01nmitted
The Defendants have cJear]y established an
fqrecloses the el)tirety of their Second Amendment . important, and . indeed, compeUing, interest
rights, Further, the law in Mitchell restricted First
served ·by the dispossession_ of those previously
Amendment _rights for those whci have made the · involuntariiy committed. Seciion 924(g)(4) serves.
. chpice to work for the government, Should they
to protect public safety and ctjt down' 011 firearm
becorne dissatisfied with the abridgement on their
violence committed as a resuit of rnental illness.
First Amendme1)t rights, they have the option
(Doc, 87, p. ·19). Keyes does 1iot· appear to dispute
to terminate their employments and have their
this governmental interest.
rights restored. This .is not true for those_ who
~ave been previously committed. Keyes and those
However, it is the Defengailts' burden to present
like him never made a cognitive choice to suffer
"evidence explaining why banning people like"
from mental illness and cannot ·simply make a ·Keyes "promotes _public safety." Binderup, 836 ·
decision to remove themselves from the class of
F.3d a_t 353-354. Instead, -Defendants refer to
people restricted by§ 924(g)(4i even once they are. evidence illustrating· how· disarming those who
healthy and have demonstrated competeri~y with · · have been previously involuntarily col1llllitted in
firearms, Because§ 924(g)(4) operates to completely : genera( prom9tes public safety, and refer to their·
eviscerate Second Amendment rights for those who · previ_ous factual arguments that Keyes remains at
have demonstrated that they are not within the class - a heightened risk for relapse. (Doc, 87, pp. 22of persons traditionally barr¢d from possession of 23), Having already concluded that.. Keyes has .
firear.ms, .we cannot, and· will not,. conclu<;le that . :satisfact~;'ily distinguished his circumstances from· .
their differences from the gerientl class of exchided · those in the general class of persons ·barred by §
persons are simply ''details for Congress."
924(g)(4); the Defendants' ·evidence is insufficient.
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We have been presented with no evidence to
indicate that disarming those who went through a
period of mental illness and suicide attempts over a
decade ago and who have regularly carried firearms
in their professional capacity since that time
reasonably fits within the governmental interest
to promote safety, As such, 18 U.S.C. § 924(g)(4)
cannot withstaild intermediate sc1'utiny in the face
of Keyes' as-applied challenge. Enforcement of the·
. statute against Keyes therefore violates his right
to keep and oear arms-a right guaranteed to him .
by \he Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution.

V. CONCLlJ_SION
For all of these reasons, we shall .g.rant summary
judgmerit in favor of Plaintiff Michael Keyes. We
• freely acknowledge our mindfulness of the fact
En~ qf Document

that this _decision is ·rendered in a time when our
country appears awash in gun violence. Given
the tenor· of the times, it would be easy and
indeed allµring to conclude that Plaintiff lacks any
recourse. But to do so would be an abdication
of this Court's responsibility to carefully apply
precedent, even when, as here, it is Jess than clear.
Our jurisprudence and th_e unlqne facts presented
guide us to the inescapable conclusion tiiat if the
Second· Amendment is to mean anythin~, and it
is beyond peradventure that it does, Plaintiff is
entitled to 1,eJief.
·

*P A separate order shall issue in accordance with
this ruling.
All Citations
··• F,Supp.3d ····, 2017WL4552531
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